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1.1

Sew tf tlm Present W«rk
TaS2 (tantalum disulphide) belongs to

• elftfts of group V diehaleogenldas having Cdl2 typo
structure* This compound has aroused much Interest on
aoeouat of its varying properties observed in the
various fbrna t iron seniconducting in the 1T-Structure
and superconducting In the 2B»fern to a "mixture* of
both in the reeently discovered tH(b) * TaS2 type*
The discovery of intercaiatioa of these eonpounds
by netals and organle molecules has further spurred
a great deal of interact in then* Inspite of all this
importance, Its mode of growth* etching behaviour,
defect structure, etc. have not been studied so far*

Its
Conditions tor growing TaS2 toy direct
vapour transport stttod km boon worked

out and

surface* of tha as grown crystals have boon examined to
deduce tha mechanism of growth of thasa crystals.
Sinaa dislocations affect tha physical
properties of tha crystalst it was considerad worthwhile
to reveal

baaaj. and non~basal dislocations in tantalus

disulphide crystals, Etching technique has bean used to
study non-basal dislocations whereas basal dislocations
have bean investigated by transaission electron nicroscopy
(TEM). TEM observations have been node by using bri^kt
field» dark field and weak bean techniques* Superiority
of weak bean technique has been shown by giving elegant
examples* Patterns obtained from using weak bean technique
have also been used for the estimation of the stacking
fault energy in TaS2* Sines electron nieroscope

has

prevision for heating end cooling the speeinanst studies
of phase transformations in faS2 have been carried out
in detail* Also

a variation of lattieo parameter *a*

with temperature has bean studied for

crystals.

The phenomenon of polytypisn Is woll
known for compounds having

« layered structures, A study

of polytypisn carried out during tho

course of present

work has also been described* In addition electrical

•Bd

theraoelectrical properties have also been studied*
This chapter gives a general information

on T«a orystal*.

1.2

0€curr«ne« m SynthwU
TaS2 la not known to occur naturally and

ao crystal a have boon grown in the laboratory by a
chemical vapour transport method* A brio* description
o* the various attempt* made by earlier workers to
grew those crystals have boon given below*
Synthetically

iT*fas2 crystals wore

prepared with iodine as the transporter by Brouwer
and Jalllnek^, Revelll and Phillips2^ , Conroy and
Plsharody*) and Schafer at al^ with the aid of sulphur
vapour* Temperature gradients differ slightly,
Th » 950°Tl • 900° C1> and TH - 970°—> Tj- 750°C?*
Various ampoule sixes are reported
ranging froa 150 to 250 am In length and 25 am in
diameter* The iodine concentration was 4 mg caT^ tube
volume, the reaction time about one week and yellow
1T-TaS2 plates was the product*
Revelll and Phillips2^ succeeded in
obtaining crystals of 2H*variety by prereaetlng the

aloasnts In tha presence of Iodine at 990° C for several
days followed toy transport fron TH * 870*

TL • 758® C

In 10 days time*
Crystals of 3R«veriety have not boon
reported in growth experlaenti* Crystals of 4H(b)«»Ta&2
have been produeed by D1 Salve and eo-workere^ by
oheoleal transport with iodine as the transporter* The
growth tenparature reported is 700® c and the crystal
•is* obtained la 4 x i x 2 ■r’.
The 6R«*type was first obtained by Hagg
and Sehonbarg^ and oallod
f »TaS2* Jellinek^
produoed the sane type and determined it to be the
6R~form.
In Jelllnek*a batch, one aaaple whieh
had boon heated for a short tine gave a diffraction
pattern that oould bo indexed with a wait call containing
only ^ TaS2# and this had evidently a randoei layer
structure (Random TeSg

probably slailar to that of

NiBr2 or CdBr2) • Tho proparatieoi end growth techniques
ara summarised in Tabla 1«1» Sana relevant data
partaialag to Tas2 ara givan in Tabla 1*2*

i«3

smfal..§,.tos.tet

TaS2 balonga to a CdX2 structura (Fig* 1*1)
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Figure 1*2 gives a schematic view of TaS2 lattloa*
EAoh layer of Tas2 la 3 atom thick* tha
top and bettoaa ahaata ara sulphur and tha Biddle
sheet la tantalua (Fig* 1*3)* The atomic ahaata ara
all regularly close peeked so tha usual notation for
hexagonally packed atons nay ha used* An Individual
layer aay have AbC

or AM stacking. (Tha capital

letters refer to the sulphur and the lower letters to
the tantalua atone).

In the AhC layers the tantalua

atoms are at tha centre of tha sulphur octahadra while
In tha

am

layers they ara at tha centra of trigonal •

prism of sulphur (Fig* 1*4)* Tha crystal structure Is
than obtained by stacking these octahedral and/or
trigonal layers In an orderly way on top of one another*
Tha Ionic radius of Te Is 0*66 & and that of S Is
1*84 t. Tha unit cell dimensions of known polytypes
of TeS2 are given In Table 1,3. and ara sehenatleally
represented In Fig* 1*3* A detail study of polytyplsn
carried cut by the > author Is described In
chapter 8*
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la this group of layered compounds tho
bonding la one*slab is strongt tho latorlsyor foroos
aro weaker sad this results la tho stoale lattice of
high anisotropy both aoehsaloslly and oloetrloally with
easy cleavage and oxtaadod growth parpoadloular to tho
hexagonal/trigonal ayaaotry axis* Tho sandwiches
themselves are strongly* partially covalont bonded*
The lateralayer fortes aro atleast one hundred tines
greater than the interlayer}2^

1.4

Xnt«rc»Utlon
The main interest In intercalated materials

lies in the feet that many of their crystallographic
and electric properties make then promising systeas
in which

to investigate mechanises of superconductivity

which aay rely upon two'-dlaanaional constraints* The
effect of intercalation is to introduce Into the Van
dor Waals gap alkali metal atons or molecules of organic
complexes which may modify their structural and
electrical properties* Almost all layer compounds have
the property of intercalating alkalies or organic
materials*

usually with the result that tee molecular

sandwiches of the lattice are pushed further apart*
The first account of intercalation in

not
layer compounds was by Rudorff1^

during a study of

tha taka-up of alkali natal a fron liquid annonia
solution* Sons of those oonpounds have sinoo toon shown
to bo auparcondttcting* Internalstion tends to produce
a aaterial composition A^MXj where x is fixed for
a givsn KX2« but is usually less than one* For exanple
VS2i MoS2 and hbS2 will intercalate potassiun with
x • 0.5, 0.6* 0,8 respectively* Beth the a*axis and
c-axis* but nere partieularly the e»axl*9 is increased
in., length by intercalation* The relative ^expansion
is smaller as x increases, and suggests an increasing
tendency towards ionic behaviour* The netai insulator
transition in these compounds is such that aetalllc
conduction does not appear until the alkali metal
content is quite large*
Studies have been node of superconducting
layer compounds intercalated with organic materials*
e*g* pyridine* forming for example NbS2(py)^
or TaS2(Py)^ * Studies of tomporature dopondonco
of oloctrical resistivity, Hail effeot* and the
magnetic susceptibility Indicate that the crystallographic
distortion apparent in metallic layer dichaloogenldes
at lew temperatures la absent after Intercalation,
Expansion of tho lattloo of TsS2

11*

*

intercalated with pyride nay be followed directly by
high resolution eleetrannleroacopy1^. The interlayer
spacing increases free 0*6 to 1*0 m on intercalation*
At room teaperature* resolutions of
2ft to 3 ft were obtained in powders and crystals
of 2H-Tas2> 2H-TaS2 (CjH^)^ and 2H-TaS2(C5iyi)
under optinun conditions for direct inaginlng ef the
atonic lattice and related structural details* With
the incident beaa normal to the emplane of thin TaS2
crystals regular hexagonal noire patterns were V: seen
as traasalsslen inages of overlaping layers of TaS2
planes | this represents an incident resolution of the
atonic array at 1 ft spacing*
In intercalated Tas2 the spacing between
the layers can vary fron 3 * to 30 ft 9 with little
effect on the entropy associated with the superconducting
specific heat anonaly^ which nust therefore arise
nainly free tvo-dinenalonal correlations* Tracey
et all8) have prepared interoalates between TaS2 and
NbSe2 and a nueber of netals (e*g* Hg» Ga9 Zn9 Cd9 Sn*
Pb) and alleys* X*ray data for these are listed in
Table 1*4*
1.5

icrties
(■BnSBBaBSb
Xn its 1T nodifleatlon TaS2 is a

na«
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material which is metallic at rocs tenperature* hut
reverts to aeai-conduction at lew temperatures. The
transition between the setallle state and the seal*
conducting state has been studied as a function of
temperature
by Thomson at alj°) The electrical
properties of iT*TaSj indicate two-phase transfornatlons
at temperatures of 190° K and 348 K* As the tenperature
Increases between these Units the electrical
resistivity decreases by an order of magnitude. The
hi^ier

temperature transition is a seal-oonductme»

netallic transition through which the resistance
decreases by a factor of two* a third transition
exists at 315° K. Chu and Buang1^ find that the semiconductor-metal transition is suppressed linearly by
compression up to a pressure of about 15 K bars
with

AT^AP

•

(3*0 ♦ 0*2) K/k bar* A two band

nodal with a snail but tenperature and pressure
dependent overlap la required to explain these
observations*
At liquid hellun temperatures intercalated
tantalun disulphide is a ouper-conductor, and dia
magnetic anisotropy associated with the transition
to the superconducting state is seen above 3«5*5k?°)
The anisotropy grew# inversely with temperature

•buying roughly a diamagnetic, Curia Law* Xt seems
plausible to aaeriba it to alaetron aorralationa which
at lower temperature art responsible far superconduction*
Tba Seebeck ooaffialant of tT»TaS2 changes
algn from negative to

positive on waiving through tha

352° K transition* whereas tha Hall coefficient remains
negative, only a braak occurs. Above tha uppar tranaltlon tha charge carrier* suffer heavy scattering*
Resistivity anisotropies have bean
■secure* for
AHeb^TaSg

2H~TaSj|5f21>

an*

4«b-Tas|2»5*t

tha

has metallic conduction along ths layers

but behaves lika a se»i~metal or sen!conductor across
tha layers with a resistivity anisotropy as large as
300 at low tanparatures* 2H~TaS2 is aatalllc serosa
tha layers down to — 70°

Kt

an* than* an lacrosse in

f

occurs* tha prassura dependence of f n
bean naasure* for 1T-ToS22**.^#
tha various

has

anisotropies observe* as wall as tha largo pressure
dependence suggest that electron nobility porpondleulor
to tho layar is critically dependent on the Interlayer
interactions*
A sunnsry of resistivity sad Hsll
eooffloiont data on single crystals of teSg is given

in Tabic 1*9*
1.6

Ontla»l tWMrtm
Spsetra for ths

mtIis

of TaSg poly*

typos ( 2H~4Hb ~* and 1T* when considered* give tho
cleanout illustration of tho offoot of changes In
local crystal field environment of the cation* The
2H polytypc gives a density ef states closely
resembling that of 2H-NbSs2, whilst the *Hb polytypc
which consists of alternate layers of trigonal
prismstleaily and oetahedrally coordination sand*
wishes* gives a density of states which appears to
he a linear average of those fer the 2H» and 1T*
structures* suggesting independent contributions
from different types of layers* This again demonstrates
the weak interlayer coupling experienced in the
predominantly two dimensional materials* All these
polytypes show considerable change in relative
weighting of features in the density of states
between Hsj and HeIIf as was also observed fer HfSg*
hot only does the *d* band intensity decrease
relative to the rest of the bands at the

lowmr

photon energy as expected fer the photon energy
dependence ef cress section fer 'p* end *d'

states*
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but considerable Intensity changes also occur within
the 9p* band* For 1T«7aSg In particular, the
prominent state 2*5 eV below

at He^ is almost

absent in the HCjj spectrum.
the interchange in intensity between
#p* and *d* like features in the valence band as the
photon energy is varied has been beautifully
Illustrated by Eastaan in recent photocmlsslan msssure*
nents froa 2B*TsS2 employing monochromated synehrotren
radiation as the excitation source?®^
Elegant angular pfaotoenisslen studies
of the group Va diehalcogenides 1T-Tas2 and 1T»TaSe2
have recently been reported by Smith and eo^wcrkcre?®*^
the 1T fora of fas2 exhibits an
infrared reflectivity with sene metallic characteristics
in its high temperature phase*
1.7

gfttg

The dlchalcogenidos of tantalum have
received considerable attention in the reeent years
on account of their special iuh in the srcee cf
thermoelectricity, superconductivity and also
lubrication*
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Figure 1.1

Csdslua iodide layer structure.
Snell eirelee C4f large eirelee 1

Figure 1*2

The basal plane and the stacking
arrengenent in the hexagonal
unit sell.

Figure 1.3

Method of stacking of the layers
in TaSg.

Figure 1.4

Trigonal prion* stacking sequence
AbA and octahedron, stacking

sequence AbC,
Figure 1.5

Seotlons through the (112q)
planes of tantalus disulphide.
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